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Abstract
Natural language inference (NLI) is an important language understanding benchmark. Two deficiencies of this
benchmark are: i) most existing NLI datasets exist for English and a few other well-resourced languages, and
ii) most NLI datasets are formed with a narrow set of annotators’ instructions, allowing the prediction models to
capture linguistic clues instead of measuring true reasoning capability. We address both issues and introduce
SI-NLI, the first dataset for Slovene natural language inference. The dataset is constructed from scratch using
knowledgeable annotators with carefully crafted guidelines aiming to avoid commonly encountered problems in
existing NLI datasets. We also manually translate the SI-NLI to English to enable cross-lingual model training and
evaluation. Using the newly created dataset and its translation, we train and evaluate a variety of large transformer
language models in a monolingual and cross-lingual setting. The results indicate that larger models, in general,
achieve better performance. The qualitative analysis shows that the SI-NLI dataset is diverse and that there remains
plenty of room for improvement even for the largest models.
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1. Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) is a rapidly
developing area, with many new ever-more capa-
ble language models (LMs) being regularly intro-
duced. While initial development focused primarily
on processing a small pool of broadly spoken lan-
guages such as English and Chinese, later devel-
opment started investing effort in a broader set of
languages, as well as support for multilinguality and
cross-linguality. This enables a more complete eval-
uation of the models as different languages contain
different linguistic phenomena that may have a no-
table effect on the difficulty of tasks and consequent
models’ performance. As the datasets in less-
resourced languages are commonly smaller, mul-
tilingual evaluation may also reveal performance
discrepancies due to the data requirements of the
models.

The language coverage varies significantly be-
tween NLP tasks: while certain tasks such as POS-
tagging and dependency parsing have a wide cov-
erage due to extensive international projects such
as Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020),
most tasks cover significantly fewer languages. In
our work, we focus on extending the resources for
natural language inference (NLI), an important se-
mantic task with low coverage in languages other
than English (see Section 2 for examples). NLI is
an extension of the textual entailment recognition
task (Dagan et al., 2006): given a premise and a
hypothesis text, the goal is to determine whether
the hypothesis is definitely true given the premise
(entailment, E), definitely wrong given the premise

(contradiction, C), or the relation is not decisive
(neutral, N).

To extend the coverage of resources to less-
resourced languages, authors use techniques such
as translation of existing datasets for the same task
into a new language (Obadić et al., 2023), recasting
existing datasets (Uppal et al., 2020) for a different
task by transforming the target class via a known
relation, and construction of a new resource from
scratch (Hu et al., 2020). While the translation
approach is convenient as it can be done (semi-)
automatically, the constructed dataset may not fully
represent the complexity of the target language,
especially if machine translation is in question. For
example, a translation of an English dataset into
Slovene would not produce texts involving the dual
grammatical number as the English language does
not feature this phenomenon.

Data recasting does not suffer from this issue, but
it may produce datasets that do not fully represent
the complexity of the task. For example, Uppal et al.
(2020) convert a sentiment classification dataset
into a natural language inference dataset by con-
verting each sentiment class into a hypothesis via
a template, e.g., “This product got positive reviews”.
As a result, the hypothesis in the produced dataset
can only be one of a handful of texts, while the
hypothesis, in general, can be an arbitrary text.

In our work, we opt for the third option, i.e.,
we construct a new resource from scratch. We
build it using the hypothesis editing protocol de-
scribed by Bowman et al. (2020) that has shown
promise in reducing the amount of unwanted sta-
tistical cues enabling models to learn shortcuts
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(Geirhos et al., 2020). More specifically, we gather
candidate premises and hypotheses from publicly
available Slovene reference corpus ccKres (Logar
et al., 2013), and ask linguist students to edit or
rewrite the hypothesis for each of the three NLI
relations, following customized annotation guide-
lines designed to warn against pitfalls of existing
NLI datasets.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. We introduce SI-NLI (Klemen et al., 2022), the
first dataset for Slovene natural language infer-
ence. The dataset is constructed from scratch
and aims to avoid pitfalls commonly encoun-
tered in existing NLI datasets for other lan-
guages. In addition, we manually translate
the dataset to English to enable cross-lingual
model training and evaluation.

2. Using the SI-NLI dataset, we train and evalu-
ate a variety of language models in a monolin-
gual, as well as cross-lingual (from Slovene to
English) setting, setting baseline results and
analyzing the model performance.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we overview existing NLI re-
sources. In Section 3, we describe the construction
of the SI-NLI dataset and its essential statistics. In
Section 4, we analyze the accuracy of language
models using our resource. In Section 5, we sum-
marize the findings and suggest possible directions
for further work.

2. Related Work

Designing systems that can capture the meaning
of the text is at the core of artificial intelligence
and natural language processing. Motivated by the
importance of this aspect, Dagan et al. (2006) pro-
posed textual entailment recognition as an abstract
task to compare how well different systems cap-
ture the meaning, and released an English dataset.
Given two texts, the task is to determine if the mean-
ing of the second text can be inferred from the first
text (entailment) or not (non-entailment). In the fol-
lowing years, shared tasks such as the PASCAL
Recognising Textual Entailment Challenge (Dagan
et al., 2006) and SemEval-2014 Task 1 (Marelli
et al., 2014) have contributed to the rapid devel-
opment of semantic systems and the popularity of
the task. Motivated in part by the introduction of
data-hungry neural models, Bowman et al. (2015)
released the large-scale Stanford NLI dataset. To
account for cases where the relation cannot be de-
termined certainly, the authors used a three-class
annotation scheme by dividing non-entailment into
a contradiction and neutral class, and started the
popularization of the modified task of natural lan-
guage inference. As the dataset only covers one

genre of texts, the Multi-Genre NLI (MNLI) dataset
(Williams et al., 2018) was released as a general-
ized option for NLI, covering ten genres instead.
Using the same procedure as in MNLI, Conneau
et al. (2018) collected additional validation and test
examples, and manually translated them into 15
languages, enabling the evaluation of multilingual
and cross-lingual systems. NLI datasets were intro-
duced for several other languages such as Turkish
(Budur et al., 2020), Korean (Ham et al., 2020), Per-
sian (Khashabi et al., 2021), Croatian (Obadić et al.,
2023), and Chinese (Hu et al., 2020). The datasets
are typically constructed either by translating exist-
ing datasets such as XNLI (Obadić et al., 2023),
recasting data primarily used for other tasks such
as sentiment classification (Uppal et al., 2020), or
from scratch using a custom annotation procedure
(Hu et al., 2020).

Despite becoming popular evaluation bench-
marks, many NLI datasets suffer from annotation
artifacts, which enable performing NLI using short-
cuts. For example, Gururangan et al. (2018) men-
tion the issue of keywords that are very indicative
of a class, such as negation words for contradic-
tion, and the hypothesis-only bias, due to which
models are able to correctly classify text pair rela-
tions using only one of the texts. Constructing NLI
datasets from scratch, authors have tried to mitigate
the number of artifacts, e.g., by using professional
annotators, modified annotation guidelines, or an
alternative dataset construction protocol (Parrish
et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2020; Bowman et al., 2020).

In our work, we use all three options to create a
quality resource: (1) we use a hypothesis editing
dataset construction protocol, which has previously
shown promise in reducing some artifacts (Bowman
et al., 2020); (2) we use skilled linguist students
instead of crowdsourcing; (3) we design annotation
guidelines that warn against common artifacts in
existing datasets. Our main focus in this work is
not the evaluation of our annotation procedure, but
an introduction of a NLI dataset for a previously un-
supported morphologically rich language (Slovene),
as well as the demonstration of the usability of the
dataset.

3. The SI-NLI Dataset

An outline of the dataset construction process is
shown in Figure 1: we construct it by sourcing pairs
of sentences with similar meaning from a publicly
available Slovene reference corpus ccKres (Logar
et al., 2013) as the seed premises and hypotheses,
and asking skilled annotators to edit the hypotheses
three times, once for each of the three NLI relations,
following customized annotation guidelines in the
process. By sourcing semantically similar pairs
from a reference corpus and asking multiple native
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Figure 1: An overview of the SI-NLI construction process. We start with an open data source, from which
we filter out (1) irrelevant sentences with inadequate structures, embed the remaining sentences (2),
and cluster them (3). We obtain groups of semantically similar sentences, from which we sample pairs
(4). These are handled by human annotators through hypothesis editing and text pair annotation (5) to
produce SI-NLI.

speakers to construct examples, we strive towards
capturing the realistic complexity of the Slovene
language which might not be present when trans-
lating an existing resource in another language. We
describe the steps in more detail in Sections 3.1,
3.2, and 3.3.

3.1. Sourcing the pairs

To allow the public distribution of our dataset, we
use the 10-million token Slovene reference corpus
ccKres 1.0 (Logar et al., 2013) whose license al-
lows free non-commercial use of the data. As the
corpus also contains sentences that are not suit-
able for our task, such as partial sentences (with
no verbs) or sentences consisting of only several
tokens (signatures, dates, etc.), we keep only sen-
tences with between 10 and 40 tokens that contain
a verb and at least one noun, determiner, proper
noun, or pronoun.

At this stage, we could sample premises from the
filtered data and ask the annotators to construct the
hypotheses. However, this unconstrained setting
did not work well in previous dataset construction
attempts, as annotators resort to a few standard
patterns of entailment and contradiction. Therefore,
we decided to further guide and diversify the an-
notation procedure by providing annotators seed
premises as well as hypotheses, and asking them
to modify the hypotheses according to the desired
class.

To construct hypotheses, we embedded the sen-
tences using the Language agnostic BERT Sen-
tence Embeddings (Feng et al., 2022), projected

the embeddings to a lower dimensionality (100 di-
mensions) using PCA (Pearson, 1901), and clus-
tered the embeddings using DBSCAN (Ester et al.,
1996) clustering algorithm1. Then, we sampled
non-overlapping sentence pairs from the obtained
clusters. For example, if a cluster contained five
sentences, we constructed two pairs, while one
remained unused. We obtained a large pool of sen-
tence pairs, from which we drew data for annotation
according to our budget.

3.2. Annotation Process
The annotation process was divided into several
steps: (1) preliminary annotation, which we per-
formed ourselves to produce and refine a set of reli-
able guidelines that the annotators could follow; (2)
introductory and training sessions for annotators;
(3) hypothesis editing/formation by annotators; and
(4) cross-checking of hypotheses by annotators.
We summarize them in the following subsections.

3.2.1. Preliminary Annotation and Guidelines

The review of related work and instructions for sim-
ilar tasks has shown that the guidelines for NLI cat-
egorization are somewhat unsatisfactory, with a no-
ticeable lack of examples beyond the basic ones to
illustrate, e.g., the use of negation to form a contra-
dictory hypothesis (“John has a book.” → “John has

1We used the scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
implementation of DBSCAN, using parameters eps = 0.3,
min_samples = 2. The parameters were determined
based on qualitative analysis.
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no book.”). We devised a set of detailed guidelines
that contain a thorough list of strategies on how to
form more complex hypotheses, with explanations.
We provided general principles that advise against
high overlap between premise and hypothesis, and
described each of the three hypothesis classes with
both adequate and inadequate examples in order to
emphasize good and bad practices. For instance,
the use of synonyms, acronyms, metaphorical ex-
pressions, active/passive voice conversion, and
common-sense reasoning are all listed as adequate
strategies, while simple negation, overlapping and
shortening of original premises, or minimal substi-
tutions (e.g., nouns to pronouns) are discouraged.
An example from the guidelines is shown below
where [P] is the premise, while [H-] and [H+] are
examples of a bad and good hypothesis for entail-
ment, respectively.
[P ] Vse vilice in nože, ki so jih pobrali iz lijaka,

so zložili v predale v omari. (“All the forks and
knives that they took from the sink, they placed
in the drawers in the cupboard”)

[H- ] V predale v omari so zložili vse vilice in nože,
ki so jih pobrali iz lijaka. (“Into the drawers
in the cupboard, they placed all the forks and
knives they had taken from the sink.”)

[H+ ] Lijak je bil poln pribora, zato so ga pospravili
v omaro. (“The sink was full of cutlery, so they
put it away in the cupboard.”)

In [H-], the modification is insufficient as only
the word order is changed in Slovene. The [H+]
example, on the other hand, changes the word
order and substitutes original expressions with a
synonym (zložili "placed" - pospravili "put away")
and a hypernym (pribor "cutlery").

The guidelines were designed based on a test
annotation of approximately 50 premises and hy-
potheses; for each premise, at least three hypothe-
ses were formed (one for each class) and then
discussed to harmonize the decisions, particularly
for borderline cases. The guidelines were later,
during the annotation campaign, updated with ad-
ditional examples and explanations. Although the
guidelines contain some language-specific strate-
gies that do not necessarily pertain to English (such
as elaborations on whether a change in an inflected
verb form affects the meaning of the hypothesis with
respect to the premise), they can mostly be gener-
alized to other languages. We translated them into
English and made them publicly available2.

3.2.2. Introductory and Training Sessions

For the annotation campaign, a total of 8 annota-
tors were recruited, all of whom were students of

2SI-NLI Guidelines: https://wiki.cjvt.si/books/
si-nli/page/si-nli-guidelines

translation and linguistics at the Faculty of Arts of
the University of Ljubljana. The annotators were
selected based on several factors, such as their
educational background (field of study and year;
with higher years (e.g., MA students) prioritized),
availability (at least 8 hours per week), and pre-
vious experience with linguistic annotation tasks.
During the introductory session (a meeting with
the researchers to annotate examples and jointly
discuss the guidelines and basic concepts of entail-
ment, contradiction, and neutrality), the annotators
were trained for the task, and initial misconceptions
were resolved. We first demonstrated the workflow
by forming three hypotheses for several premises,
and continued with a joint annotation session, dur-
ing which each annotator handled hypotheses con-
struction (entailment, contradiction, neutrality) for
additional premises, and had an opportunity to dis-
cuss adequate and inadequate strategies. We em-
phasized that the guidelines should not be taken
as strict instructions or a checklist of strategies that
need to be implemented in every single hypothesis,
but as suggestions to avoid forming completely in-
adequate examples. This demands a great deal of
creativity with paraphrasing and accuracy in con-
veying the correct meaning, which is why students
of translation were very suitable for this task.

After the introductory session, each annotator re-
ceived a separate online spreadsheet with a batch
of approximately 30 premises for individual hypoth-
esis formation as part of the training session. Once
the first batch was done, we manually checked the
formed hypotheses and provided feedback: first
to individual annotators (who received examples
of good and bad hypotheses along with our sug-
gestions for better examples and the rationale be-
hind them), as well as to the group as a whole -
especially in the case of frequent errors and bad
practices. For instance, neutral hypotheses proved
to be the most difficult to form, and at the begin-
ning, many annotators resorted to forming them by
simply adding additional information not present in
the premise, which was allowed in the guidelines,
but not encouraged as a go-to strategy. A mailing
list was created in order to allow annotators to post
questions and dilemmas so we could resolve them
with the whole group.

3.2.3. Hypothesis Formation and
Cross-checking

Based on the results of the initial annotation, we
estimated that 80 premises (which result in 240 hy-
potheses) take approximately 8 hours of work, and
set this as the minimum weekly quota for annota-
tors. From the beginning of the main phase of the
annotation campaign, the annotators received an
additional 80 premises in their online spreadsheet
every week until approximately 6, 000 hypotheses

 https://wiki.cjvt.si/books/si-nli/page/si-nli-guidelines
 https://wiki.cjvt.si/books/si-nli/page/si-nli-guidelines
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were formed, which was the maximum number ac-
cording to our plan based on the annotation budget.

In the second part of the main phase of the cam-
paign, the annotators were tasked with classify-
ing their colleagues’ hypotheses in a double-blind
setup. They were provided with random premises
and one of the hypotheses formed by other an-
notators and asked to categorize them as either
entailment, contradiction, or neutral3. This allowed
for some degree of quality control and calculation
of inter-annotator agreement.

3.2.4. Inter-Annotator Agreement

Table 1 shows the formed hypotheses by the an-
notators’ agreement: the first categorization indi-
cates the relation the original annotator needed to
form, while the second is the one assigned by the
cross-checker. In the majority of cases (79.26%),
the cross-checker confirmed the hypothesis class,
while 18.59% of examples show lesser disagree-
ment, i.e., a tie between neutrality (N) and contra-
diction (C) or, much more frequently, between neu-
trality and entailment (E). Only 2% of cases show
major disagreement (a tie between contradiction
and entailment).

Table 1: Hypotheses by annotators’ agreement. E
stands for Entailment, C for Contradiction, and N
for Neutrality.

Categorization Number %
C-C 1, 699 29.17
E-E 1, 705 29.28
N-N 1, 212 20.81
C-N 159 2.73
N-C 82 1.41
E-N 200 3.43
N-E 642 11.02
C-E 76 1.30
E-C 41 0.70
Errors 8 0.15
Total 5, 824 100.00

To check the inter-annotator agreement, we cal-
culate Cohen’s kappa (Table 2) for all annotator
pairs that had more than one annotation in common
(minimum 6, maximum 644). The average coeffi-
cient value is approximately 0.74, which indicates a
reasonably high agreement. The lowest agreement
values (between 0.21 and 0.60) can all be attributed
to a single annotator who left the campaign after
finishing the training session. The results show that

3An additional category X was used for completely
inadequate examples, such as hypotheses that annota-
tors accidentally left unfinished. As these examples were
rare, we resolved them manually at a later stage.

in general, the annotators were consistent both in
forming hypotheses as well as classifying them.

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement statistics.
κ Value
Average 0.739
Median 0.739
Minimum 0.213
Standard Deviation 0.198

The first round of agreement analysis was fol-
lowed by an additional round of cross-checking.
583 examples of minor disagreement (N-E and E-
N) were assigned a third annotation from the more
reliable annotators. As before, the annotators only
checked examples formed and classified by others.
The results are shown in Table 3. Almost 70% of
ambiguous examples were classified as neutral,
while 30% leaned more towards entailment. An
additional five examples were annotated as inade-
quate.

Table 3: Additional cross-checking statistics of an-
notators’ agreement. E stands for Entailment, C for
Contradiction, and N for Neutrality.

Categorization Number %
E-N-E 74 12.69
E-N-N 56 9.61
N-E-E 103 17.67
N-E-N 345 59.18
Errors 5 0.85
Total 583 100.00

Finally, 117 examples with major disagreement
(C-E and E-C) were resolved by ourselves by either
assigning the final annotation if the hypothesis was
adequate, or by adapting the hypothesis to make it
in line with the first annotation (according to which
it was formed).

In the dataset, the hypotheses that exhibited
complete agreement (e.g., C-C) and those disam-
biguated in the last phase (e.g., N-E-N) were as-
signed a final annotation based on the majority vote.
However, all annotations and the IDs of their an-
notators are listed separately to allow for effective
filtering and provide more transparency.

3.3. The SI-NLI 1.0 Dataset
The constructed dataset consists of 5937 examples,
split into 4392 training, 547 validation, and 998 test
examples. To construct the split, we selected all
examples where the first and second annotation
disagreed, as well as all examples with the same
premise as those examples, and placed them into
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the training set. We grouped the remaining exam-
ples based on their premise, and split the groups
between the validation and test set so that the test
set contains approximately 1000 examples and the
validation set contains approximately 500 examples.
The remaining examples were put into the training
set. We publish the dataset for non-commercial
use (Klemen et al., 2022). The public test set does
not contain class annotations in order to reduce
potential issues with overfitting the test set, and to
encourage submissions on the SloBench evalua-
tion portal for Slovene natural language processing
tasks4.

In total, the construction of the dataset (includ-
ing cross-checking) required approximately 200
hours of work and cost around €2, 000. Half of
the allocated time and budget were used for cross-
checking.

To enable cross-lingual analysis, we translated
the dataset into English by first automatically trans-
lating the examples into English with the DeepL
machine translation tool and then manually cor-
recting them. For this paper, 514 pairs were man-
ually checked to get the quality evaluation statis-
tics. 127 (70%) premises and 374 (73%) hypothe-
ses required no further editing. Only 4 premises
and 11 hypotheses contained major semantic er-
rors that completely changed their meaning. Other
errors included erroneously translated named enti-
ties, minor omissions (e.g., omissions of adverbs),
and minor grammatical errors (most frequently mis-
translations of pronouns, e.g., “she” instead of “it”).
Overall, the manual analysis showed that the ma-
chine translations did not require much editing. We
release the translated data publicly (Klemen et al.,
2024).

4. Model Evaluation

In this section, we present the results of our NLI
experiments. We start by describing the tested lan-
guage models (Section 4.1) and the experimental
settings (Section 4.2). Then, we present the results
of two experiments. First, we present the experi-
ments in Slovene using monolingual and multilin-
gual models (Section 4.3); then, we perform cross-
lingual experiments using a subset of the Slovene
test set translated into English (Section 4.4). For
reproducibility of our work, we publish the source
code online5.

4.1. Tested Language Models
Using the created SI-NLI dataset, we trained sev-
eral classifiers using monolingual, few-lingual, and

4https://slobench.cjvt.si/leaderboard/view/9
5https://github.com/matejklemen/si-nli

massively multilingual pretrained transformer lan-
guage models of three types: encoder-based,
decoder-based, and encoder-decoder models. The
three types differ based on using only encoder, only
decoder, or encoder and decoder transformer lay-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017). The initial motivation for
different types of models was their usability for dif-
ferent tasks. For example, decoder-based models
are mostly used for (autoregressive) text generation
tasks, encoder-based models for text representa-
tion and classification tasks, and encoder-decoder
models for sequence-to-sequence transformation
tasks. However, the distinction in their common
use is blurred as tasks can be converted into a
common text-to-text format (Raffel et al., 2020) or
approached via instruction-augmented text gener-
ation (Ouyang et al., 2022), a conversion we also
utilize in our experiments.

We next describe the used pretrained models
and summarize them in Table 4.
Encoder-based models. We use the mono-
lingual Slovenian SloBERTa (Ulčar and Rob-
nik Šikonja, 2021), the trilingual Croatian-Slovene-
English CroSloEngual BERT (CSE-BERT) (Ulčar
and Robnik-Šikonja, 2020), the cased base multilin-
gual BERT model (mBERTc) (Devlin et al., 2019),
and the base and large multilingual XLM-RoBERTa
(XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 2020). We use the mod-
els in a discriminative setting, i.e. we extend the
pretrained models with a linear layer, and fine-tune
a three-class classifier.
Decoder-based models. We use the Slovenian
gpt-sl-base model6, and the multilingual GPT-3.5-
turbo instruction-tuned model (OpenAI, 2023). We
use gpt-sl-base in a discriminative setting, while we
use GPT-3.5-turbo in a generative setting, i.e. we
fine-tuning the model to produce the NLI class in
its text form (e.g., “entailment”).
Encoder-decoder models. We use the small
and large Slovenian T5 (Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja,
2023), and the small, base, and large multilingual
T5 models (Xue et al., 2021). We use the models
in a generative setting.

4.2. Experimental Settings
We performed the monolingual Slovene NLI exper-
iments using the dataset splits described in Sec-
tion 3.3, and the cross-lingual NLI experiments us-
ing the Slovene training and validation set together
with the manually translated English test set.

To train the models, we used reasonable hyper-
parameter values instead of performing thorough
hyperparameter tuning as we are interested in gen-
eral baselines rather than optimal model perfor-
mance. We trained the autoregressive and masked
language model classifiers for up to 10 epochs, and

6https://huggingface.co/cjvt/gpt-sl-base

https://slobench.cjvt.si/leaderboard/view/9
https://github.com/matejklemen/si-nli
https://huggingface.co/cjvt/gpt-sl-base
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Table 4: Summary of the used language models.
The size of the GPT3.5-turbo model is marked with
? as its size is undisclosed and estimated based
on its predecessor.

Model Languages # param.
gpt-sl-base Slovene 110M
SloBERTa Slovene 110M
CSE-BERT triling. 110M
mBERTc-base multiling. 110M
XLM-R-base multiling. 125M,

large multiling. 355M
T5-sl-small Slovene 60M

-large Slovene 750M
mT5-small multiling. 300M

-base multiling. 580M
-large multiling. 1.2B

GPT3.5-turbo multiling. 175B?

the sequence-to-sequence model classifiers for
up to 300 epochs, selecting the best model based
on the validation set accuracy. We vary the train-
ing time as certain Slovene sequence-to-sequence
models converged very slowly and required signifi-
cantly more training, while the autoregressive and
masked language models converged significantly
faster than in 10 epochs. For GPT3.5-turbo, we
used 3 epochs, a setting which was automatically
suggested by the OpenAI training platform. We
used the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2019) with learning rate 2 ·10−5. To constrain mem-
ory usage, we used a maximum input sequence
length equal to the 99th percentile of all training
sequence lengths (between 100 and 150 tokens),
and truncated sequences beyond this length.

We report results using the mean and standard
deviation of the test set accuracy across five runs of
the training procedure, except for GPT3.5-turbo, for
which we report a single-run accuracy. We assume
that the standard deviation for GPT3.5-turbo would
be comparable to other models.

4.3. Slovene NLI Experiments

Table 5 shows the accuracy of the tested models on
the Slovene NLI task. In an unconstrained compari-
son, the best accuracy is achieved by GPT3.5-turbo
(0.857), followed by XLM-R-large (0.791). This
shows the impressive ability of GPT3.5-turbo to
adapt to the Slovene language despite Slovene
texts likely not being largely present during its pre-
training. In addition, the results suggest that im-
proved accuracy can be obtained using larger mod-
els, although the improvement is diminishing: in
comparison with the accuracy of the best base-
sized model SloBERTa (0.744), the 3-times larger
XLM-R-large achieves an absolute improvement of

+0.047, while the >1500-times larger GPT3.5-turbo
achieves an absolute improvement of +0.113. Sur-
prisingly, the large Slovenian T5 model t5-sl-large
achieves lower accuracy (0.590) than its smaller
equivalent t5-sl-small (0.653). This confirms obser-
vations of Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja (2023) of the
inadequacy of t5-sl-large, likely due to insufficient
training data involved in its pretraining.

Table 5: Classification accuracy of different models
for Slovene NLI experiments.

Model Accuracy
majority 0.344
gpt-sl-base 0.479 (0.019)
SloBERTa 0.744 (0.008)
CSEBERT 0.667 (0.005)
mBERTc-base 0.595 (0.011)
XLM-R-base 0.670 (0.011)
XLM-R-large 0.791 (0.014)
T5-sl-small 0.653 (0.004)
T5-sl-large 0.590 (0.007)
mT5-small 0.540 (0.012)
mT5-base 0.621 (0.007)
mT5-large 0.767 (0.005)
GPT3.5-turbo 0.857

Comparing models of the base size (i.e., 110M
parameters) in isolation, we see that the models
trained for a smaller set of languages regularly
outperform the broadly-focused multilingual mod-
els, with the monolingual SloBERTa model achiev-
ing accuracy 0.744, followed by the trilingual CSE-
BERT, and massively multilingual mBERTc-base.
A notable exception is the monolingual gpt-sl-base
model with a low accuracy 0.479. We hypothesize
this is due to suboptimal pre-training of gpt-sl-base
and not the architectural differences. To validate
this, we ran the same experiment with an English
GPT-2 model (Radford et al., 2019) of similar size
(124M) on an automatically translated English ver-
sion of the SI-NLI dataset, and observed the model
achieving a significantly higher accuracy (0.588)
with a similar standard deviation (0.020).

Despite being primarily aimed at generative
tasks, the T5 models are able to perform the NLI
classification task relatively well, although they com-
monly lag behind the encoder-based models in
terms of accuracy. The best performing T5 model
mT5-large achieves accuracy 0.767 and comes
close to the accuracy of the best encoder-based
model XLM-R-large (0.791), although the signifi-
cantly larger size of mT5-large likely plays an im-
portant role in this. A small drawback of the T5
models we have observed in our experiments and
previously mentioned in Section 4.2 is their occa-
sional slow convergence. We attribute this to the
models’ need to learn how to generate the class in
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the text form in addition to discriminating between
three class values.

Table 6: Four manually selected erroneously clas-
sified examples by GPT3.5-turbo on Slovene NLI.

Example 1:
[P] V njej je prebujal občutke, ki jih ni poznala. (He
made her feel feelings she did not know before.)
[H] Ob njem je začutila doslej neznana občutja. (By
his side she felt feelings she did not feel thus far.)
predicted: neutral, correct: entailment

Example 2:
[P] »Ja?« sem rekel, ko sem zaslišal trkanje po
vratih. ("Yes?" I uttered once I heard the knocking
on the door.)
[H] Zaradi zanimanja sem se oglasil na trkanje po
vratih. (Due to my curiosity I answered the door
knock.)
predicted: neutral, correct: entailment

Example 3:
[P] S prijateljem še ne bova vrgla puške v koruzo.
(Me and my friend will not give up yet.)
[H] “S prijateljem sva se naveličala neuspehov, zato
bova odnehala.” (Me and my friend got tired of
failure, so we will quit.)
predicted: neutral, correct: contradiction

Example 4:
[P] Vabljeni ste na konferenco, ki se bo zgodila v
četrtek, 11. 11. 2010 v Ljubljani. (You are invited
to the conference happening on Thursday 11. 11.
2010 in Ljubljana.)
[H] Vabimo vas na slavni dogodek, ki bo potekal
11. novembra 2010 v prestolnici. (We invite you to
the gala event happening on November 11 in the
capital.)
predicted: neutral, correct: entailment

To observe if the misclassifications are primarily
actual errors or a consequence of different anno-
tation perspectives (Plank et al., 2014), we quali-
tatively observe the errors of the best-performing
model GPT3.5-turbo. While it achieves high ac-
curacy and certain misclassified examples could
also be labeled differently depending on the as-
sumed background context, the model nonethe-
less makes multiple unambiguous errors due to not
possessing certain capabilities. This is likely the
consequence of being pre-trained on a negligible
amount of Slovene texts. We show a small manual
selection of errors in Table 6.

In Example 1, the model seems to misclassify
the example as the pronoun “he” is implicitly present
in the verb; this is a special property of the Slovene
language.
In Example 2, the model seems to misclassify the

example due to the lack of common sense that the
utterance “Ja?” (“Yes?”) implies a person’s curios-
ity.
In Example 3, the model seems to to misclassify
the example because it does not understand the
idiom “vreči puško v koruzo” (“to give up”).
In Example 4, the model seems to misclassify the
example as it does not possess background knowl-
edge that Ljubljana is also referred to as “prestol-
nica” (“the capital”).

In general, our qualitative error analysis suggests
there is room for improvement despite the already
high accuracy achieved by the best model.

4.4. Cross-lingual NLI Experiments
Table 7 shows the accuracy of models on the cross-
lingual NLI task, where the training data is Slovene,
and the test data is a test set translated into English.
We only evaluate models capable of handling En-
glish and Slovene, i.e., only a subset of the models
evaluated in Section 4.3.

Table 7: Results of cross-lingual experiments (SL
→ EN) on a manually translated subset of the test
set.

Model Accuracy
majority 0.344
CSE-BERT 0.623 (0.011)
mBERTc-base 0.489 (0.031)
XLM-R-base 0.620 (0.038)
XLM-R-large 0.765 (0.017)
mT5-small 0.428 (0.011)
mT5-base 0.579 (0.029)
mT5-large 0.746 (0.017)
GPT3.5-turbo 0.837

We observe similar trends in the model perfor-
mance as on the Slovene test set: the best ac-
curacy is achieved by GPT3.5-turbo (0.837) and
XLM-R-large (0.765), indicating the influence of the
model size. Similarly as before, more narrowly
focused models beat massively multilingual ones
when comparing similar sizes of models. Con-
cretely, the trilingual CSE-BERT with accuracy
0.623 performs better than mBERTc-base (0.489)
and equivalently to the XLM-R-base model (0.620)
containing 15 million more parameters.

To assess the influence of manual translation on
the model performance, we test a well-performing
model (XLM-R-large) on the automatically trans-
lated test set, and compare its accuracy to the ac-
curacy achieved on the manually translated test
set. On the automatically translated set, the model
achieves the classification accuracy of 0.768 with
the standard deviation 0.014, indicating no signifi-
cant difference. This strengthens the observation
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of the high quality of automatic translations previ-
ously noted in Section 3.3. Although the manual
corrections improved the text legibility, they do not
seem to have an influence on the model’s prediction
accuracy.

5. Conclusion

We presented the Slovene NLI dataset SI-NLI and
released it publicly for non-commercial use. We
described its creation process and set the initial pre-
diction baselines using a diverse LM selection. The
quantitative results show that models (particularly
the larger ones) can perform the task relatively well,
while the qualitative analysis reveals that several de-
ficiencies are still present in the models. Improving
models by reducing these deficiencies is a promis-
ing direction for further work. Additionally, we trans-
lated the dataset into English and performed cross-
lingual NLI experiments. These models perform
slightly worse. The patterns where models strug-
gle also present a sensible direction for further im-
proving the created resource by introducing more
challenging examples using the same underlying
linguistic phenomenona (e.g., metaphors). This will
ensure the relevance of the resource for evaluating
the increasingly powerful LLMs.

In addition to improving the models, we see
another promising direction in approaching NLI
through the lens of data perspectivism (Plank et al.,
2014). In our work, we have assumed the exis-
tence of a single ground truth label, while the true
label might be fuzzy for legitimate reasons instead
of annotation errors.
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6. Limitations

Our work introduces SI-NLI, a NLI dataset for
Slovene. Previous work has shown that NLI
datasets can contain biases that enable models to
learn shortcuts. While we designed the annotation
guidelines to mitigate these issues, and performed
annotator training and quality checks, we did not
extensively evaluate the potential biases in the cre-
ated dataset. Our goal was the introduction of a
new resource for NLI in a previously unsupported
language and the initial testing of models, while
we see a more thorough bias analysis and use in
downstream applications as logical next steps in
future work.

7. Ethical statement

We aim to maintain the privacy of participants in
the annotation process. However, further research
on the annotation process could benefit from this
metadata. Therefore, we release pseudonymized
identifiers of the annotators while their true identity
is not shared. We see no further ethical issues in
the conducted research.
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